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MCB-Special Prepares for Expedition
~eepfreeze
Between 5 and 12 July, 2 officers and 12 enlisted
men from Mobile Construction Battalion (Special),
Davisville, R. I., assisted the BuDocks Research Division in erecting and testing a 20- by 40-foot Deepfreeze building in the Climatic Laboratory, Detroit
Arsenal, Detroit, Mich. This is part of the training
which the Seabees are taking in preparation for
Expedition Deepfreeze, America's longest and most
elaborate expedition to the Antarctic continent.

Sea bees from MCB-Special at Davisville get relief from
the torrid July heat by taking their cold-weather tra ining at the Cli matic Laboratory in the Detro it Arsenal.
Here they lay floor panels for 20- by 40-foot structure
under conditions similar to those they will experience
during Expedition Deepfreeze in the Antarctic region .
At right one Seabee apparently has trouble holding
his hammer as he helps erect aluminum skin covered
wall panels for prefab ricat,e d hut in refrigerated room.
The necessary bulky clothing handicaps Seabees
somewhat as they lift a roof section into position. The
wh ite section in center of panel is where stove exhaust pipe will protrude. Temperature inside refrigerated room where men are working went down as
low as - 90 ° F. Outside temperatu re at this time in
Detroit was near 100° Fas city sweltered in he a t wave.

eat, and rest from the extreme cold. ·with further
training and refined erection methods, etc., the Construction Officer felt that an allowance of 100 manhours would be sufficient to erect the shell of this size
structure in the Antarctic, where they will be used
for shelter quarters, shops, galleys, etc.
Training in the construction of similar prefabricated buildings is going on at Davisville, but under
normal working conditions. There the emphasis is
on the working efficiency of crews, and all the little
problems that arise when working in the extreme cold
are not present.
In the refrigerated room at the Detroit arsenal,
with the temperature at -goo F. it was possible to
get frostbite of the lungs by taking a good deep
breath; frosting around the eyes reduced one's visibility considerably; it was difficult to grasp the various construction tools-with mittened hands; and the
bulky cold-weather clothing handicapped the men
in bending and general maneuverability.
As a result of the tests several changes were made
in construction methods and equipment to improve
the erection of the hut. The Seabees also suggested
certain improvements in their clothing as well as
methods of handling the p r efabricated panels.

Asbestos gives off a vapor trail when e:xperimental
stove is heated in cold-weather hut, just completed.

The experience gained by the Seabees at the Detroit
arsenal certainly should prove of real value to them
in the coming Antarctic operation. "Deepfreeze,"
as this operation is designated, is expected to get
under way in November and last until 1957. Of the
many Seabees who volunteered, 185 have been selected
to spend 2 years in the Antarctic. The Seabees will
build a number of bases in the South Polar region
to be used by United States scientists during th e
I nternational Geophysical Year, 1957-58, for exploration and research.

Two Seabees are shown setting up roof trusses at one end of the 20- by 40-foot structure. The hut is 8 feet high .

Taking part in these cold weather tests in Detroit
(the city was in the midst of a heat wave at the time
with the temperature close to 100° F.) were one CEC
officer- LTJG Richard Bowers, Operations Officer
for MCB-Special-one Medical Corps officer; 6
builders (including 1 Chief) ; 3 utilities men (1 1)
Chief) ; 2 drivers; and 1 construction electrician.
The primary purpose of the tests was to determine
the erectability of the structure under conditions as l
similar to those of the Antarctic as possible to attain. I
Temperature during actual erection of the structure
( excluding foundation timbers) ranged from - 65 °
to -goo F ., with an avera.ge wind of 12 miles per
hour. T here were no snow conditions or significant
icing conditions.
It took about 140 man-hours to erect the 20- by
40-foot structure the first time under these conditions.
Some 50 of these man-hours were taken to warm up,
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